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Wireless Remote Lights and Lasers 
Quick Release M-Lok, KeyMod, and Picatinny Mounts 

Bore Sight Kits / Reflex Sights 
Green, Red, and IR lasers

White, Green, and IR Lights 

Lights



Wireless   rEVOLUTION

When compromise free equipment is   
necessary.

All wireless lasers and tactical lights are 
waterproof, encased in black anodized 6061 T6 

aluminum housings, and include quick release 
hardware. 

Wireless Remote Functions
• Light wireless remote functions: Press any button on the remote to turn 

the light on. Once the light is on, the first button turns the light off, while the other 
two allow the user to adjust the light output in stepless levels from 5% to 100% 
output. When turned off and back on, the previous output setting is remembered 
and utilized. Press button one to turn off the light, but pressing any button will 
activate the light again. 

• Laser wireless remote functions: The wireless remote will turn the laser 
on with the press of any of the buttons. Button one turns the laser on and off, 
while the other two are designed for momentary activation- press the button to 
turn on the laser, and release to turn off. The first button leaves the unit on for 
hands free operation- press and release to turn on, and press again to turn it off.

• Pairing a new remote: quick and simple. Press and hold the master button 
on the unit and the remote at the same time and within seconds they are paired 
together. 
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Don’t be tied down by wired 

tape switches. 

Go Wireless - evolve into the apex 
gunfighter with the KT8103 Gen II series 
of wireless lasers and the TX/TZ series 

of wireless remote pressure switch 
equipped flash lights. 

Light and Laser Features
• All of the AimShot wireless lights and rifle lasers are waterproof and designed 
     specifically for tactical/weapons mounting. 
• Each light and laser comes with a full compliment of accessories- quick release 

mounts, wireless pressure switch, and batteries.
• The wireless remote provides additional redundancy compared to traditional pressure 

switches. In a traditional system if you break a cable or the pressure switch becomes 
inoperable, the device stops functioning. With the AimShot system, you have the wire-
less remote control as well as the primary on/off button on the back of the light/laser 
for extra security.

• The wireless remote will turn the light or laser on with the press of any of the buttons.
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Tempered Glass Lens 

Wireless Remote
CR1632 Battery

On / Off Switch
Brightness Adjustment

Fits On Picatinny  

Picatinny
Quick Release

Flash Light Mount

TX890 Lights
Modeled after the AimShot TX860 light but with additional function-
ality, we have paired the lights with our new wireless rail mounted 
pressure switch. As with all AimShot tactical lights, the TX890 
comes as a complete kit with everything needed to be fully func-
tional out of the box. Tactical light, quick release and hard mount 
for picatinny rails, batteries and of course the revolutionary wire-
less rail mounted pressure switch. 

Two versions are available 
• 550 lumen CREE bright white LED for traditional lighting needs. 
• Infrared (IR) LED (850nm) version for use with Night Vision gear. 

Invisible to the naked eye, it works with all the latest NVG.

Both models have fully adjustable power output. Instead of only 
having low/medium/high you now have the capability of infinite 
adjustment levels on the fly to custom tailor your output to your 
needs. Running NVG inside a house and don’t want to wash out all 
the details, now it’s easy to adjust the output. 

Many innovations were developed to provide the best heat dissipa-
tion as well as maintaining waterproofness. 

Features that no other tactical light can offer 
at a price that can’t be beat!

Wireless    revolution

TX890 KIT
(Available in white or infrared LEDs)

-Evolved: Remote capable of adjusting light output (5%-100%) and   
  redundant switches for increased reliability 
-Confident: Silicon grip for sure handling
-Rugged: Waterproof black anodized 6061 T6 aluminum housing
-Bright: Cree LED delivering 550 lumens (FL1 testing standard)
-Compact: Only 44mm x 39mm x 30mm
-Quick: Quick-release from weapons to hand held in seconds without tools.
-Lightweight: 5.5 oz.
-Tireless: 1-6 hours continuous run time on 2 CR123A batteries (included)

Wrapped Silicone Grip

Master 
On / Off
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Included Accessories 

Picatinny
Quick Release

Flash Light Mount

Carry Pouch

Wireless Remote

CR1632 Battery
On / Off Switch

Brightness Adjustment

Fits On Picatinny  

TZ980 Adjustable Beam Lights
Designed specifically for hunters, the new Adjustable Beam TZ980 
flashlight is combined with our new wireless rail mounted pressure 
switch. As with all AimShot lights, the TZ980 comes as a complete 
kit with everything needed to be fully functional out of the box. 
Variable focus light, quick release and hard mount for picatinny 
rails, batteries and of course the revolutionary wireless rail mount-
ed pressure switch. 

Two versions are available 
• 550 lumen CREE bright white LED for traditional lighting needs
• Infrared (IR) LED (850nm) version for use with Night Vision gear. 

Invisible to the naked eye, it works with all the latest NVG.

Both models have fully adjustable power output. Instead of only 
having low/medium/high you now have the capability of infinite 
adjustment levels on the fly to custom tailor your output to your 
needs. The IR version works great with Night Vision gear, allowing 
you to seach for your prey, then zoom in for precise targeting and 
identification. 

Many innovations were developed to provide the best heat dissipa-
tion as well as maintaining waterproofness. In the past you could 
not have an adjustable beam light that was waterproof. With the 
patented design from AimShot you can have adjustable beam pat-
tern AND a waterproof design. The TZ980 lights are compatible 
with rechargeable 18650 batteries as well as the CR123A batteries. 
Fully adjustable beam pattern, adjustable light output, waterproof, 
and wireless remote. 

It’s every hunters deam and every varmints nightmare! 

TZ980 Variable Focus Flashlight
(Available in white and infrared)

-Evolved: Remote capable of adjusting light output (5%-100%) and redundant    
 switches for increased reliability 
-Confident: Silicon grip for easy handling 
-Versatile: Adjustable focusing bezel ring (10-40 ft. pattern at 100 ft.)
-Quick: Quick-release from weapons to hand held in seconds without tools. 
-Bright: Cree LED delivering 450 lumens
-Lightweight: 10.3 oz. 
-Tireless: 1-6 hours continuous run time with 2 CR123A batteries (included)
-Rugged: Constructed from black anodized 6061 T6 aluminum, waterproof 
-Rechargeable: works with rechargeable 18650 batteries (not included)
-Portable: Belt-mounted carry pouch included
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Rechargeable Revolution

Mode 
Selector

Small     Medium       Large
Included Mounting Hardware

Ambidexterous
On / Off

Laser Aperture LED Light 

Charging PortWindage

Elevation

Laser
Aperture

LED
Light

Charging
Port

Windage

Elevation

Included micro USB retractable 
charging cord and wall outlet

Charging Port

Ambidextrous On / OffSpring Loaded 
Installation Lever

Spring Loaded 
Adjustment Lever

Spring Loaded 
Installation Lever

Spring Loaded 
Adjustment Lever

Mode Selection

Adjusted to fit closest 
to trigger housing on 
full size pistol

Adjust light front to 
rear on the mount to 
fit compact pistols that 
have very short 
picatinny rails 

WH

Included micro USB retractable 
charging cord and wall outlet

Don’t try to replace batteries 
during an emergency. 

 KT8106 Rechargeable Green Laser/ Light Combo
-Efficient: Micro-USB charging port with included cord and USB wall Plug, charge anywhere!
-Adaptable: Mounts to any length Picatinny or weaver rail with included hardware
-Customizable: Toggle through 5 modes (Light, Strobe, Laser, Light+Laser, Strobe+Laser)
-Powerful: <5 MW, 532 NM green laser and 100 lumen light with up to 4 hr. continuous operation
-Precise: Windage and elevation controls with ambidextrous on/off
-Functional: User replaceable Lithium Ion battery pack. Inexpensive to have spares or replace
-Tough: Carbon fiber reinforced nylon polymer with black anodized 6061 T6 aluminum alloy- water resistant
-Light weight: 1.8 oz. 
-Compact: 45mm x 29mm x 30mm

WH

GR
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TXP Rechargeable Flash Light
-Efficient: Micro-USB charging port with included cord and USB wall plug, charge anywhere!
-Quick: Mounts directly to most rail systems without bolts or tools
-Powerful: 130 lumens with 1-4 hour of continuous run time (dependent on output settings)
-Light weight: Nylon carbon fiber composite housing weighs less than 2 oz.
-Adaptable: The light is adjustable front to rear on the mount to fit short or long rail systems.
-Options: 3 modes (High, Strobe, Low), ambidextrous buttons
-Light weight: 1.8 oz. 
-Compact: 63mm x 25mm x 36mm

Our Micro-USB chargeable systems 
are the easiest to maintain.
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   TX 870G Green Kit                  
-Powerful: 350 lumens
-Endurance: 2+ hrs. run time on two CR123 batteries
-Portable: 8mm x 155mm and 7.4 oz..
-Hunting focused: Green light is less alarming to wildlife
-Night Sight: Green light disturbs low light vision less than white light
-Smart: Comes with standard on/off tail cap and rail mounted pressure switch
-Sturdy: Comes with hard mount Picatinny hardware and batteries
-Durable: Waterproof black anodized 6061 T6 aluminum alloy 
-Adaptable: High, strobe and low settings

classic rifle 
       light kits
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TX850 Kit
-Powerful: 400 lumens
-Smart: Comes with both standard on/off tail cap and rail mounted
                pressure switch as well as a picatinny rail light mount
-Sturdy: Comes with hard mount Picatinny hardware 
-Portable: 37mm x 141mm and 5.3 oz..
-Endurance: 2.5-6 hour run time on two included CR123A batteries
-Durable: Waterproof black anodized 6061 T6 aluminum alloy 
-Adaptable: High, strobe and low settings

TX860 550 Lumen Kit
-Powerful: 550 lumens
-Endurance: 1-10+ hrs. run time on two included CR123 batteries
-Portable: 35mm x 143mm and 5.35 oz..
-Sturdy: Comes with quick-release and hard mount Picatinny mounts
-Smart: Comes with standard on/off tail cap and rail mounted pressure switch
-Durable: Waterproof black anodized 6061 T6 aluminum alloy 
-Adaptable: High, medium and low settings
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      TX 950 Kit
-Powerful: 450 lumens with a large reflector for better focus at distance
-Endurance: 2.5-6 hours run time on three CR123 lithium batteries
-Smart: Comes with both standard on/off tail cap and rail mounted pressure switch
-Sturdy: Comes with hard mount Picatinny hardware
-Portable: 5mm x 180mm and 11.5 oz.. 
-Durable: Waterproof black anodized 6061 T6 aluminum alloy 
-Adaptable: High, strobe and low settings


